MAY 5th CELEBRATION
“Report an Illegal” Day
Millions of illegals have swarmed across our undefended borders and the government has done
NOTHING to protect us. Here is the sickening truth:
1) Murders and kidnappings of U.S. citizens along the border have recently escalated. Many ranchers
and residents along the border are virtual prisoners in their own homes.
2) More than 1 million rapists and pedophiles have entered this nation, and they aren’t in any Law
Enforcement database.
3) On average, 12 U.S. citizens are murdered each day by illegal aliens.
4) Theft by illegals is so bad in many cities that it has overloaded the courts’ capacity to prosecute
them. Their solution? Stop prosecuting!!!!
5) Illegal drugs are pouring in and the social costs cannot even be calculated. Drug money is being
used to influence elections and bribe police departments.
6) YOU, the U.S. taxpayer, are being taxed to provide healthcare and education for these criminals.
They are also giving welfare and public housing to these criminals.
WHAT CAN WE

DO?

1) Call, fax, or e-mail Congress and DEMAND that the border be secured, with the military if
necessary.
2) DEMAND NO AMNESTY.
3) Ask local businesses to participate in e-verify to check the legal status of their employees.
4) Turn in to DHS, ICE, and the IRS any businesses that you suspect of hiring illegals. Enforcement
starts at the local level.
5) Vote National Socialist. We are White America’s lobby on Capitol Hill and pledge to prosecute
and deport ALL illegals and pursue ruthless prosecution of corruption in our government.
The number of illegals in this nation is at least twice what the government will admit to. How do we
know this? In the first amnesty, 3 times the official count applied for and received amnesty and we were
told “Just this once.” The same tactic has been used in Europe 4 times now. No matter what the government
promises, we must not be fooled by their lies. When Whites are outnumbered, history shows that they have
always been raped, tortured, and massacred by the non-Whites. If you can provide even one logical reason
why this won’t occur here as well, we want to hear from you. America must remain a White majority to
remain America!!!

Let’s give America a reason to celebrate “Cinco de Mayo”!!
Report an illegal TODAY!!!
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